
 A lesson on interdependent
 relationships and ecosystems
 gets a boost when students
 learn how they are acting like
 scientists.

 By Ingrid Weiland, Katherine Blieden,
 and Valarie Akerson

 The and 2013). nature how To knowledge of develop science elementary (NOS) in science describes students' is developed what understand- science (NSTA is
 and how knowledge in science is developed (NSTA
 2013). To develop elementary students' understand-

 ings of how scientists explore the world, we - an education
 professor and a third-grade teacher - endeavored to integrate
 NOS into a third-grade life science unit. The lesson is based
 on the "Variation in Population" Environments Unit (FOSS
 2013) and Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) per-
 formance expectation 3-LS4-3: Construct an argument with
 evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms can sur-
 vive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at
 all (NGSS Lead States 2013). In this lesson, colored paper
 "organism" models demonstrate how varied colors can result
 in different levels of camouflage in the environment, and thus
 differentially benefit the population. A Framework for K-12
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 A student discovers a well-camouflaged "twittle" in the
 stream area of the outdoor classroom.
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 Science Education states, "Modeling
 can begin in the earliest grades, with
 students' models progressing from con-
 crete 'pictures' and/or physical scale
 models (e.g., a toy car) to more abstract
 representations of relevant relationships
 in later grades" (NRC 2012, p. 58). We
 recognize that this is only one type of
 model and that models in general "serve
 the purpose of being a tool for thinking
 with, making predictions, and making
 sense of experience" (NRC 2012, p.
 56). Working with a science education
 professor who has dedicated her schol-
 arship and practice to NOS allowed us
 to identify where to emphasize NOS in
 the lesson and to create a NOS poster to
 reinforce these concepts (see Figure 1).

 Using Models to
 Investigate Ecosystem
 Dynamics
 Throughout the lesson, we emphasized the students
 acting as scientists; however, our main focus was on
 how and why scientists use models. This aligns with
 the Next Generation Science Standard science and engi-
 neering practice Developing and Using Models, as the
 "organisms" served as models of live animals. Thus, we
 infused NOS by discussing that scientists collect em-
 pirical data by making observations and inferences and
 use models to represent natural phenomena.

 The school has been emphasizing using a "claims,
 evidence, reasoning" (CER) framework to support
 students' explanations about their investigative data
 (Zembal-Saul, McNeill, and Hershberger 2013). Thus,
 our third -grade students had already experienced a
 couple of science lessons that incorporated CER al-
 though explanations from data were generated as a
 class. In this lesson, our goal was to scaffold the CER
 framework so that students could generate individual
 explanations.

 We began the lesson with a question adapted from
 FOSS: How do variations within a population benefit
 some organisms over others? In previous lessons in
 the unit, students had explored populations, inherited
 traits, and learned behaviors. We had discussed with
 students throughout those investigations how they
 were acting like scientists, collecting empirical data
 through observation and inference, and construct-
 ing explanations from their data. This supported the
 NGSS science and engineering practice of Engaging in
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 Class data chart.
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 Argument From Evidence. For this lesson, we reviewed
 these concepts and introduced the word variation , which
 we described as differences within a population. We start-
 ed a word wall to keep track of the new and reintroduced
 vocabulary.

 Next, we introduced the "organisms." Because organ-
 isms blend into or provide contrast in different environ-
 ments in nature, our paper "organisms" were brown,
 green, gray, and red. We asked the students how the dif-
 ferent colored papers were similar to (real organisms also
 vary in color) and different from (real organisms move)
 the live organisms they represented. We also asked stu-
 dents what variations existed within the population. Stu-
 dents noted that live organisms were different sizes (small
 and large). We then described their habitat, modifying the
 FOSS text to our context:

 "These organisms are members of a population
 called 'twittles.' They live in several habitats in
 school yards, including the school garden and the
 stream. They eat the leaves of plants and their
 predators are birds. They protect themselves by
 trying to blend into the environment."

 We then explained that each team would have its own
 habitat in which to place equal numbers of organisms (and

 equal numbers of each color), and that
 the teams would switch habitats and act

 as predators trying to find the organisms
 placed by the other team.

 To make a NOS connection, we
 asked students how we might act like
 scientists to answer our question. We
 displayed the NOS poster (see Figure
 1) and discussed with students that sci-
 entists ask questions about the world,
 work in teams, use models to represent
 things, and collect data. We said, "To-
 day we are going to act like scientists by
 using a model to gather data. The twit-
 tles are not real organisms but models.
 Why is it better to use a model of real
 organisms?" One student responded,
 "We will use models because real or-

 ganisms might move around and we
 wouldn't be able to find them." Another

 student added, "Models will be better
 because it is cold outside and we might
 not find real organisms." We noted that
 our data would be the observations of
 these models and that we would look for

 patterns once we'd collected our data.
 Students received eight twittles (two of
 each color) and worked in two teams of

 10, thus each habitat had 20 twittles of each color. We put
 these starting numbers for each population in our /'
 results table. Students were very excited to go out- / ■ '
 side and begin the lesson; however, we reviewed cotton
 the school's expectations for outdoor learning to ensure
 focused student engagement (see NSTA Connection):

 • Use quiet voices

 • Walking only

 • Respect people, plants, and animals

 • Ask before using tools or harvesting crops

 • Pull up plants only with permission

 • Stay on paths

 When we got outside, each team worked within the gar-
 den or stream area to find good hiding places within sight
 of their peers. The students were hesitant about where
 to hide the twittles at first, yet once they began hiding
 them, they realized that some of them were very difficult
 to see due to their coloration. Students used their creativ-

 ity to hide the twittles- - they hid them in trees, bushes,
 near rocks, in groups, and individually. The students then
 switched "habitats" and were given two minutes to find as
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 Example of claims, evidence, and reasoning from a student's
 notebook

 Integrating the Nature of Science

 many organisms as they could. When look-
 ing for twittles as "predators," the students
 looked in places where they knew twittles
 might be camouflaged. Once back inside,
 we calculated how many of each organism
 was found in the two habitats. We tabulated

 the data for both the garden and the stream
 habitats on the class chart (see Figure 2).

 Constructing Data-Based
 Explanations
 On the second day, we returned to our
 focus question: How do variations within
 a population benefit some organisms over
 others? We reviewed the vocabulary from
 the previous day s lesson, and students
 stated that variations meant differences,
 and populations were groups of the same
 organisms. We then reviewed the NOS
 poster, and students determined that we
 were indeed acting like scientists. Our
 guiding question for the lesson served as
 the question about the world around us.
 The students easily identified that they
 worked in teams when placing and hunt-
 ing for the twittles. They explained that
 they used the paper twittles to model or-
 ganisms that would occur in nature. We
 noted that scientists use different types
 of models, and that although we were us-
 ing models like scientists, we were learn-
 ing about something that scientists had
 already studied. We then noted that, just
 as scientists need to understand their data,

 we needed to do the same, so we were go-
 ing to look for patterns in our data and think about what
 this means through cause and effect. Students recorded
 the data from the class chart into their science notebooks.

 According to the FOSS lesson, we asked the following
 questions to understand our observations and inferences
 and to support the NGSS crosscutting concept of Cause
 and Effect:

 • Which colors and which sizes of organisms were
 easiest for predators to find? (Students responded,
 "The red ones and grey ones were easiest to find. We
 found the most of these.")

 • What does the data tell us? (Students responded,
 "The brown ones and green ones are the best colors
 to be because we found the fewest of these . . . They
 blend in with the leaves and dirt.)

 • If that variation was passed on from parents to offspring,
 what might we infer that means for the survival of
 the future generations? (The future generations can
 blend in better - and survive more - if the coloration

 continually passed on from parent to offspring.)

 To begin our CER, we looked back at the data table
 to make a claim based on our data. We asked students to

 discuss the data in their table groups, just as scientists do
 to answer questions about the natural world. Students
 said, "It was good to be a small twittle because they were
 harder to find." Another student added, "It was really
 hard to find the green and brown twittles. I even had a
 hard time finding the ones I had just hidden." We noted
 that scientists must communicate their findings, and often
 do so through writing; therefore, we needed to record our
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 CERs in our science notebooks. We asked the students to

 write their thoughts directly from their table group dis-
 cussions into their notebooks. However, we quickly real-
 ized that students were struggling to get these complex
 thoughts into written sentences. To scaffold students'
 thinking and writing, we provided them with the follow-
 ing frame, "The

 the population because it can be camouflaged from preda-
 tors" and "The color benefits the population because it
 helped it blend in." Next, we had to support our claim
 with evidence from our data. Zembal-Saul, McNeill, and
 Hershberger (2013) note that by third grade, students
 should be able to make a claim and support the claim with
 multiple pieces of evidence. For our students, we provided
 two sentence frames, one for each habitat: "We know this

 because out of

 the garden/near the stream." A few students needed sup-
 port to read our data chart, therefore we verbally clarified
 our thinking and darkened the lines separating each place
 that data was collected in the school yard. Once the stu-
 dents recorded the two evidence statements, we orally re-
 viewed the statements for the green twittles. We did not
 expect third -grade students to come up with their own
 reasoning, but we discussed the content recommended by
 FOSS with them, stating that "adult organisms that have
 the advantage might reproduce, and their offspring might
 have those characteristics (inherited traits) that allow them
 to survive and thrive in their environment (survival of the
 fittest)." Finally, we concluded that, "we just explored a
 model to understand how variations like this one benefit

 a population."

 Assessment and Conclusion

 Overall, we think this lesson went very well. We assessed
 students' engagement in science investigation through a
 formative checklist (Pearce 1999) as well as their written
 explanations in their science notebooks. Most students
 wrote a version of what we articulated as a whole class.

 With scaffolding, the students were able to collect and
 analyze data to answer a question about the natural world.
 Students recognized the components of NOS that corre-
 lated to the lesson, especially why models are needed to
 represent concepts or objects. For example, one student
 said, "The twittles helped us figure out how different- col-
 or organisms blend in since we couldn't see the real ones."
 Our next steps would be to ask students to identify from
 the NOS poster the ways they act like scientists in future
 lessons and investigations. We also plan to gradually re-
 lease the scaffolds for students so that by the end of their
 year they can come up with their own written claims and
 evidence. ■

 Connecting to the Standards
 Standard 3-LS4: Biological Evolution:
 Unity and Diversity

 Performance Expectation:
 3-LS4-3 Construct an argument with evidence that
 in a particular habitat some organisms can survive
 well, some survive less well and some cannot
 survive at all.

 Science and Engineering Practices:
 Analyzing and Interpreting Data
 Engaging in Argument from Science

 Disciplinary Core Idea:
 LS4.C: Ecosystem Dynamics, Functioning, and
 Resilience

 Crosscutting Concept:
 Cause and Effect

 Connection to Nature of Science:
 Science Is a Human Endeavor

 NGSS Table: 3-LS4 Biological Evolution: Unity and

 Diversity

 www. nextgenscience. org/3 ls4-biological-evolution-

 unity-diversity

 NSTA Connection
 Download a list of outdoor field trip safety tips at www.

 nsta.org/SC1409.
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